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Overview
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 Before: Verbal identity, key messages and
establishing the fundamentals

 During: Guiding principles, the art of writing,  
punchy headlines

 After: Edit, edit, edit



BEFORE
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Verbal identity vs.  
key messages

• How you say things
• Part of brand ID: Tone of voice,  

personality, register, language  
choice, stories told

• CONSISTENT

• What you say
• Aligned to marketing objectives:  

the most important things you  
want people to know, split by  
audience & media

• CHANGE ANNUALLY

Verbal  
identity

Key  
messages
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Messaging matrix

 Insert photo of one if found
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Messaging matrix



Establishing the  
fundamentals

Who is the target  
audience?

What is the  
purpose of the  

piece of writing?

How do you want  
people to feel  
when reading?

How does this fit  
within your  

message  
hierarchy?

What is the one  
thing you want  

them to take  
away above  

everything else?

How do you want  
people to respond

– the call to
action?

Don’t even think about starting without a verbal  
identity, key messages & answers to these  
questions!



DURING
Some guiding principles
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Read more
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“Read a thousand books and your  
words flow like a river” – Lisa See



Avoid jargon
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Dare to be different

Avoid clichés and overworked phrases:
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Wide range  
of extra  

curricular  
activities

Nurturing  
individuals

Excellent  
pastoral  

care
Breadth of  

opportunity

Outstanding  
academic  

achievement

Confident,  
happy  
pupils

Committed  
staff

You will be  
assured of a  
very warm  
welcome

Achieve
their full
potential



Dare to be different
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Address & involve  
the reader

You, your son,
your daughter,
your child…..

Imagine you are
talking to one

person

Write how you
would speak

(within constraints  
of verbal ID)

Say it out loud  
(record)

Scour for we, us,
school name and
DELETE. Start with

the reader…

Only exception is
About Us or
History page

Draw the reader in
with questions

Engage with
invitations:

Picture, Imagine,
Remember…

“If it sounds like
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writing, I rewrite  
it”



Features & benefits

Explain the benefits: captivating your customers  
isn’t about having better facilities, it’s about better  
extrapolating their benefits

Don’t forget to explore layering of benefits (which  
means that)…….



Features & benefits



Give examples, explain how

Anecdotes, stories and examples lodge in the  
memory and create affinity
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Grasp nettles &  
overcome concerns

Demolish the five basic objections within your copy:
• I don't have enough time
• I don't have enough money
• It won't work for me
• I don't believe you
• I don't need it

Demonstrate empathy and build rapport:  
Acknowledge potential concerns and evidence  
your understanding in addressing them



Grasp nettles &  
overcome concerns



Grasp nettles &  
overcome concerns

We’re professionals, we’ve  
done our homework

Our teaching body is gender-
balanced & used to co-ed

We have an established  
culture of mutual respect  
for race and sexuality;  
gender will be no different



Grasp nettles &  
overcome concerns



DURING
The art of writing
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Show don’t tell
(or unleash the power  
of verbs)
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Get the idea?

Sentences that show  
let readers see the  
image & use more  
verbs than those that  
just tell.

Verbs help convey an  
image that would  
otherwise take many  
more words of  
description.

They help keep the  
pace of writing moving  
like a river, instead of  
stagnating like a pond.



Active not passive voice
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Cater for scanners
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 Especially online you can afford to accommodate  
scanners’ needs:
 Make friends with the elipsis……
 Use numbers and symbols over words (7 not seven, & not  

and)
 Use bullet points (two most important points 1st &2nd,

third most important last)
 Replace polysyllabic words with shorties
 Use font size to help steerscanners
 Group or ‘chunk’ your text
 Summarise paragraphs or testimonials in succinctsub  

headers



Cater for scanners
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Don’t be a grammar Nazi

 Writing well is about far more than proper grammar
and spelling. In fact, good writing often violates the
rules of good grammar. Sometimes violently.

““
“The belief that and should not be used to begin
a sentence is without foundation. And that’s all
there is to it.” - Bill Bryson, Troublesome Words

 Prepare to go into battle about split infinitives,  
ending sentences with a preposition, starting them  
with and, but & so…..
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Don’t over punctuate

Just between you and me, this is one of my major  
faults. Specifically, I often riddle my writing with  
superfluous commas. Sure, they help break sentences  
up into understandable chunks. They can also reflect  
the rhythms of speech, but they can make reading my  
unedited output a bit like driving over cobbled  
streets.
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Know your faults
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Recognise and take responsibility for your  
weaknesses (commas in my case) and concoct a plan  
for combat….



DURING
Punchy headlines
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Headlines

© SJC cents of your dollar” – David Ogilvy

“Too often the headline is the most neglected  
part of writing an article. People just gloss over  

it without taking much time to consider it. In
their minds, it’s the cherry on top. No, friends;  
it’s not. The headline is the sundae” - Jeff Goins

Keywords: attractive, interesting, descriptive

“On average, five times as many people read the  
headline as read the body copy. When you have  

written your headline, you have spent eighty



4 steps to headline heaven

Number  
or   

trigger  
word

Adjective Keyword Promise Catchy  
headline
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Selling your house in a day
How you can effortlessly sell your house in less than 24 hours

GCSE Revision Evening
12 essential tips for stress-free GCSE revision in just 45 minutes

Powerful headlines should demand to be read



The ultimate checklist for  
headlines
(Copy Hackers Book 3: Headlines, subheads and value propositions)
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 I am 100% confident this headline will stop visitors in their tracks
 My subhead is not an afterthought but a power-packed mini-headline
 The message my visitor wants to see is clearly communicated in a way that will make

sense to anyone with a grade 6 reading level
 I address a specific pain – with a tangible benefit – but I don’t overpromise
 I highlight a value or incentive in an enticing, believable way
 The most likely call to action that will lead visitors here is reflected in the headline or

subhead
 I’m either asking a question or making a bold statement
 If I’m using a list, my numbers are believably imperfect
 All numbers that appear in my headline are written as numerals
 Any included SEO keyword phrases read naturally – not like they’ve been jammed into an  

otherwise good headline
 The headline is less than 12 words – or, if it’s more, it’s intentionally more and cannot  

be shortened without losing its impact
 Interesting words are interspersed with normal words for impact
 My punctuation and capitalizationare intentional



Headline assessment
(Copy Hackers website)
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AFTER
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Edit, edit, edit

“The first draft of anything is shit”
Ernest Hemingway

“Overwriting is the key. If you need a thousand  
words, write two thousand. Trim vigorously.”

John Caples, Copywriter

“It’s perfectly OK to write garbage as long as you  
edit brilliantly” – C JCherryh
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Cull, Cull, Cull
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There are some bloggers who seem to have a natural gift when it
comes to writing. Some bloggers seem to be naturally gifted writers.
They manage to get their ideas across clearly and economically, 
which means that readers can easily follow what theywrite. Readers  
devour their clear, economical prose.
Not only is there a lot of respect for what they have to say, but also 
the way that they say it. People respect what they say – and love how  
they say it.
Whenever they publish a new post on their blog, it always gets 
dozens of comments and hundreds of shares. Every new blog post  
attracts dozens of comments and hundreds of shares.
It would be great to be as successful as they are, but you don’t 
know what you need to do to make your writing better. You’d love  
to emulate their success, but you don’t know how.



Avoid it, here, there
+ verb to be
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It’s fun to edit Editing is fun

It takes time to write Writing takes time

There are many people who write Many people write

There’s nothing better than
blogging

Nothing’s better than blogging

Here are some things for you to
consider:

Some things to consider are:



Jettison wimpy, weakening  
verbs

• She is blogging – She blogs
• People are in love with him –

People love him
• He is aware that people love him

– He knows people love

Verb to be  
can dilute

• Find out – Discover
• Make it clearer – Clarify
• I can’t make it to the party – I can’t 

attend the party
• Think of a blogging strategy – Devise a  

blogging strategy

One powerful  
word trumps  

two feeble  
words
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Shun feeble adjectives

 Beware of very & really before an adjective
 Really bad – Terrible
 Very beautiful – Gorgeous

 Stronger alternatives give more impact:
 Dirty – Filthy
 Tired – Exhausted
 Happy – Thrilled

 Tell your readers what something is not what it
isn’t:
 It’s not unusual – it’scommon
 The sports centre is not far from main school – The sports  

centre is near…



13 words to weed out
Excellent Superb, outstanding, exceptional, stellar

New Latest, recent

Long Extended, lingering, endless

Right Exact, precise

Different Odd, uncommon, exotic, striking

Small Microscopic, miniature, cramped, compact

Large Substantial, immense, enormous

Young Youthful, naïve, budding

Never Rarely, scarcely, occasionally

All Each, copious

Feel Sense, discern

Almost Practically, nearly, verging on

Just Narrowly, simply, hardly

And never, ever, ever use the word things



Toss out wordy baggage
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 Remove flabby, empty phrases – less is more

But the fact of the matter is But

Editing is absolutely essential Editing is essential

You’re going to have to edit your  
work

You’ll have to edit your work OR
You must edit your work

Due to the fact that editing takes  
time, some people avoid it

Because editing takes time, some  
people avoid it

Every single person should love
editing

Everyone should love editing  
(shouldn’t married people love  
editing too? )



Eschew nominalization

For example
Give your post a proofread – Proofread your post

Alcohol is the cause of hangovers – Alcohol causes  
hangovers

The plane’s approach was met with the scramble of  
emergency crews – The plane approached and emergency  
crews scrambled

He shows signs of carelessness – He is careless (adjective)
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Modify nouns for impact

 On encountering two nouns split by a preposition,  
put them together for succinctness

 (the 1st noun modifies – restricts or adds to – the  
2nd)
 Tips on revision – Revision tips
 Information regarding registration – Registration  

information



Many eyes mean fewer typos
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THANK YOU

Sian Jones  
sian@sianjonesconsulting.co.uk

07957 348133

mailto:sian@sianjonesconsulting.co.uk
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